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- All right, welcome everyone. Thank you so much for joining us here tonight for a artist talk, featuring the Baltimore based artists who have participated in created work for rights and wrongs, citizenship, belonging, and the vote. My name is David London. I'm the Chief Experience Officer at The Peale and it is my job here tonight to guide you through this evening's experience, I do need to tell you that this event is being recorded. And also that the recording will be made available on our website following tonight's presentation. I wanted to mention a few accessibility options. You will notice Brittany, one of our two ASL interpreters who are joining us this evening. Brittany will be sharing her time along with Katie as well. And they'll be trading places as the evening progresses and we will also make the transcript of tonight's presentation available following the event. If you have any questions that come up during the evening about accessibility, you can feel free to email Robin Marcie, our Accessibility Coordinator @accessatthepealecenter.org. 

Let's see, you will notice throughout today's presentation that in the chat panel to the right, if you're in a web brace bout browser or directly below the video, if you are on a tablet or a mobile device, that there's a little box there labeled chat, there's already some conversations going on there. Hopefully we've resolved people, having some difficulty getting in. If you have any questions or comments, or if you need any technical assistance, you can also type questions into the chat and we will do our best to get back to you. If you do need immediate technical assistance or personalized assistance, you can also email us @onlineatthepealecenter.org, and somebody will get back to you. You can also reach us on social media, where you are @thepeale on Twitter and Facebook and @thepealebaltimore on Instagram. 

And those handles are also being put into the chat pods. So feel free to reach us there or give us a shout out. Tonight's presentation will be about a hour and a half in length throughout the entire duration, you are welcome to type questions into the chat and at the appropriate moment, those will be relayed to the artists who will be joining us. I know we're navigating some technical problems. 

Hopefully those are resolved. If anything else, technical should happen, if there should be a complete meltdown in our technology, just bear with us. If that does happen, although we don't expect it to just wait a moment, refresh the browser, and either everything will be back up and running over. You will have further instructions waiting for you. We would like to begin this event as we begin all of our events by acknowledging with humility, that the lands where The Peale and Baltimore is situated today are the traditional ancestral and unceded lands of the Piscataway, Lenape and Susquehannock indigenous peoples. The vast coastal area today known as Baltimore city, Maryland, sustained indigenous peoples until the arrival of Europeans beginning in the 1600s. 

Over the next 400 years, many Piscataway, Lenape and Susquehannock communities were decimated,. absorbed by larger villages or tribes and are forced by the U.S. Federal Government to move West beyond the Mississippi river with larger tribes. Since then other tribal peoples have moved here in diaspora, including Lumbee peoples. On January 9th, 2012, two tribes of Piscataway, The Piscataway Kanoi Tribe and the Piscataway Indian Nation became the first tribes recognized by the state of Maryland. In 2017, the state also recognized the Accohannock Indian tribe. We acknowledged that The Peale stands on stolen lands, and I would like to acknowledge that this this history was created. And give a thanks because it was adapted from an original text authored by Ryan A. Koons, Peter Dayton and Ashley Minner of the Lumbee tribe. Rights and wrongs, citizenship, belonging ad the vote is currently installed at the Carroll mansion, which is another historic building, less than a mile from The Peale. 

And we've been hosting events at the Carroll mansion as well as exhibitions for the past 18 months, while the appeal has been undergoing various phases in its renovations. We now find ourselves in the home stretch of our capital campaign, as we try to bring America's oldest museum back to life. And so for those of you who are joining us tonight, if you are able to support these efforts, you'll also see to the right of the screen. If you're on an internet browser, and below if you are on your phone or a tablet, there's a donate button. And anything you are able to contribute would be greatly appreciated. 

One of the things we are tackling during the renovations is The Peale Garden, a beautiful garden that was set up during the 1930 renovation of The Peale And so you'll also see a button over there that says buy a brick and a there's another way that you can support our capital campaign. If you want to buy a brick that has your name or message engraved into it, that will be installed in The Peale Garden during the final phases of renovation. I would ow like to introduce who is going to be your host for the evening, Baltimore City based artist and educator Lauren Francis Adams, who also organized the rights and wrongs exhibition, her primary activity as an artist includes recent exhibitions at the study for The Center of the American South at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Smack Mellon in Brooklyn and a public art billboard project in downtown Pittsburgh for the marks at 200 project. She has also taught painting at the Maryland Institute college of art since 2012. And I can you from personal experience has been an incredible partner pulling together this amazing show, even in the midst of a pandemic. 

So I will be here behind the scenes, the man behind the curtain, so to speak. And I will also pop back on, should there be any technical needs as well as at the end to say goodbye to everyone. But from this point forward, you won't see me and I am going to hand everything over to Lauren. So thank you all so much again for being here and enjoy the rest of the presentation.

- Thank you, David London. Hey everybody, my name is Lauren Adams. I live in Baltimore and I'm an artist and an educator. Tonight I'm joined by three special folks who will be sharing their artworks and discussing their research and practice. Before we get started, I'm here to show some gratitude and give some context to this event. The exhibition now on view at the Carroll Mansion rights and wrongs was created with the premise of contending with the centennial of the 19th amendment, during this year's elections. 

The 19th amendment is commonly understood as giving women the right to vote. Though, that is decidedly, not what immediately happened for all women or all people in Maryland and around our country. In fact, over the 20th century, a complicated history unfolded of inclusion and exclusion in relationship to America's participatory democracy. The central theme propelling the organization of the exhibition was a desire to be in conversation with other artists and their works on how artists can engage history, public memory, commemorative events, and working in archives for artistic inspiration. The artists in this exhibition include Stacy Kirby, Julia Kwan, Precious Lavelle, Joanne MacFarlane, Gina Gwen Palacios, Jason Patterson and Sarah Paulson. And the three local artists joining us tonight. Antonio McAfee, Erin Fostel and McKinley Wallace The Third. 

These three artists made new work for the show with the intention of querying, not only the centennial of the 19th amendment, but also the personal and political dimensions of citizenship and belonging. I would like to thank the Carol Mansion staff for hosting both the exhibition and the visitors to the show, much gratitude also to The Peale, for their work in providing space, both for the show and for tonight's event. And so much more support. Thanks to the Maryland's State Arts Council and the Alston Baltimore Foundation for partial funding for this exhibition. So the shows open through December sixth and you can visit on Saturdays and Sundays from 12 to four. Please observe physical distancing protocols and wear a mask if you visit. A website for the exhibition is also linked here. So tonight the artists will give a presentation on their works in projects. After the presentations, there will be a conversation between the three artists. I have some questions for them about their work, and I know they have questions for one another. You may also want to contribute thoughts or prompts for discussion, which you may do so in the chat, and we'll see how we can fold your questions into the conversation. Thank you all for joining us. Now, I'm gonna to introduce the first presenting artist, Antonio McAfee. Antonio McAffey is a photographer. He received his BFA in fine art photography from the Corcoran college of Art and Design. Shortly after he earned his MFA in photography from the university of Pennsylvania. 

He received a post-graduate diploma in arts and cultural management from The University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, South Africa. McAfee's work addresses the complexity of representation by appropriating and manipulating photographic portraits of African-Americans in the 19th century. Funk and RnB musicians and transition family members. His work has been published and widely featured in the press and in exhibitions around the world, including most recently at the Walters Museum here in Baltimore, I will now invite Antonio to begin his presentation.

- Great, thank you, Lauren. Thank you Appeal Center and David and Erin and McKinley for everybody participating and being such a great support system for displaying my work and to having a great informed context of this exhibition and this timely event. I'ma go through some of my work. That's more specifically about these pieces here. There we go. Oh, this is the installation image of my work at the Carroll museum. I created two, four photo transfer portraits with a question Mark , for this exhibition. I took photographs primarily from the exhibition of American Negroes that Du Bois did in 1900. That's been the DNA of my work in these portions I've been making for the past 10 years or so. A couple of them represent two figures, the two in the back next to the fireplace, some of them were figurative work on the right. 

There's a portrait of my mother, which I go into. It shows some sorts of imagery for that. And on the left is a figure kind of buried within the transfer medium, of frequently Du Bois exhibition. On the left, you see the smaller piece, that's a figure doing some kind of idiomatic gesture of Billy Thack and having their arm up or fist up, and on the right, the black and red piece actually just kind of see that as more of a landscape or more of a detailed part of a larger body, like a skin graph or something like that. And that piece is the second one I've made that's inspired by The Morning After The Deluge and on The Evening Of The Deluge by Turner. I've been making these transfer pieces in which colors are emerging from darkness to kind of represent a new phase or crackling of an opening up a new phase and a period. Or are all the pieces in here, I consider them quite visceral that would have a lot of textures and medium layers built on top of these as if they were kind of skins or graphs. And unlike many of my other portraits that you see a little bit later, the reason why the portraits with the question Mark, cause the figures are kind of subdued and suppressed behind the texture and the effect that's helped to build these bodies or these entities. 

So like many of my other large portraits, I see these as towering, hopefully a little intimidating, but yet a powerful physical presence of these figures that in between spaces and presences. I did intentionally chose this room here. It has a yellow wallpaper with a white pattern going through. I knew my work was going to be heavy black and white and gray. So I figured that this questionable wallpaper, even though I like it , well, it actually worked pretty well. My pieces that are probably transparent, some of it quite opaque, other pieces are quite solid, but due to that, it will accompany the pieces as tall as they are, and as demanding as they are, there isn't a whole lot of color in here to really compete with the rooms. 

I actually thought it was situated so quite nicely with the yellow, white wallpaper, plus having a fireplace there with these gorgeous windows. And it was one of the smaller rooms, that would help bring everything together it have more of a cohesive feel. In 1900's, Du Bois did an exhibition titled, "Exhibition of American Negroes or a Small Nation of People." There's another title that you'll come across, depending what reading you may find. He chose Georgia. He was teaching at Clark Atlantic at the time, and that he was invited by Congress to represent United States in the Paris World Expo. So he did this exhibition, of middle-class, African Americans. There's these info-graphs here that were published in color a few years ago, two, three years ago. And they went viral, but this whole collections at the Libya Congress, he had the help of interns at HBCUs to Ski Hi Hampton, and so forth. Howard, to compile data, quantitative data, economic data of middle class African-Americans. And basically to tell how they send it from slavery sharecropping to the middle class. He chose Georgia because it had the largest population of African-Americans in the country at the time. He also stood at that, it reflected the sentiments of the South, which I interpret that to mean, economic and cultural hub, a kinda new beginning for itself during reconstruction, after the civil war. 

This got me on a journey of researching reconstruction on various occupations of the political landscape economic landscape that was happening around this time. So as I started to narrow her down in my research from going from Du Bois exhibition, going to study in reconstruction, I came across this book called, "On to Draw my freedom" and it details the joint freedom, black women's work in the South after reconstruction. And in details in 1881, a washer women's strike in which these domestic workers went on strike against the city of Atlanta and their employers, advocating for higher wages, safer working conditions. And I've been thinking about this and collecting images and reading a book for about a year and a half now, these figures occupy my mind. This is a period when blacks had a new occupational autonomy and it was quite contested, of course, because laws passed as a media taken an effect and subscribed to by the larger public. So still quite dangerous physically, economically to be a domestic worker from bad negotiations, to violence. 

So they went on strike, but the organization of this group of women is quite powerful. They were in parts assessment of the campaign and some of them to get higher wages, but wages will still be an issue along with safety. So these figures in my exhibition actually comes from a lot of these figures as well. It took a lot of the drapery and the clothes and an attire from the Du Bois exhibitions and some of these images to make these bodies. Here's some of Du Bois figures. So in making these portraits, I would enlarge and print these scarves here and some of the dresses too. Then I'll transfer these I'll print out new check prints then I would transferred them. I'll put a glue on them when the glue dries I'd peel it off, and then I'll apply a crip medium on to the pieces. Soak the pieces in water and since glue is water-based, it'll break down, but the acrylic medium isn't. It'll soften but it won't break down. So it actually what holds the ink check print. So the image would transfer over to the crip medium. Then once it dries, I glue them onto themselves to make these larger entities. 

Here's some of the first iterations of the Washer Women and series I made last year at the top of the summer for my Hamiltonian show, ordinary people. This is my grandmother. A lot of my work too some starting to Washer Women has been incorporating a long-term research and interviews and collecting articles regarding grinding my own family, which has routes in Emporia Virginia and Southern Virginia. It's about 20 minutes from North Carolina, just as my grandmother in Columbus, Georgia. Who worked for the urban league to help citizens with taxes and social security. She had a knack for mathematics and then start businesses subsequently after that. The piece I've made to honor her was titled in Emporia where I sampled the Shroud of Turin. 

Stevie Wonder's been our visions artwork by Ephram Wolf to make this seven foot long piece called Emporia. Of the photograph here was taken at her viewing on when she passed away. About two decades ago. This photo was taken on a way to the viewing . And I often talk about photographs that are taken and photographs that are given. If this one was definitely given to me and I was actually sitting in the front seat, this is my mother and my cousin is in the back seats. And I just turned around and took the picture. And this was one in which she definitely gave me this picture. This is the moment, one of sadness but a lot of strength cause she would ended up taking up a lot of the role of the head matriarch that my grandmother would take over. Keeping the long distant family members together, looking over family property that was inherited after my grandmother passed away. This portrait here is the portrait in the Carroll Museum. Often use this image of my mother for those reasons. This piece to honor my mother, I sampled a black Madonna. I went over to Spain to do some research on some black Madonna and Elbrook, Spain and the Montserrat Basilica. Julian of Norwich, who was a Saint during the black plague in the UK who would teach ordinated people the faith. 

When the black plague happened, she was bedridden for two weeks. Cause she contracted it. That's where she saw her visions of Jesus and Mary. Basically theodicies actually. Jesus suffering imagery. She ended up going to the convent to quarantine And that's it. Someone's asking for closeup photos. So yeah, I'll zoom in. I'ma gonna stop sharing and I'll show those in a second. These images that I made on the wall were made over the summer and highly affected by the protest and the riots. So it's quite interesting talking about this work cause it was really wrapped up in a lot of emotion. Due to research and such my own work. But it's really kinda just wrapped up in a lot of unresolved about my feelings regarding everything. And that's a big part of why they're in the state in which they are. So when you find these images in which you can zoom in. Here's one detail. Lauren can you hear? All right, thank you Lauren.

- Thank you, Antonio. Next up I will introduce Erin Fostel. Erin Fostel spent the first few years of life navigating the world with blurred vision. Since the moment she first worked glasses, seeing things in focus for the very first time she has been consumed with the joy of observation and a love of drawing. In 2004, she received a BFA in drawing from the Maryland Institute college of art. Her work has been featured in group and solo exhibitions, both in the Mid Atlantic region and nationally. She is a past winner of a Maryland State Arts Council Individual Artist Award, and A Municipal Art Society of Baltimore City Travel Prize. Her drawings have been included in local and international publications as well as private and institutional collections. Please join me in welcoming Erin Fostel.

- Thanks Lauren, let's see. I'm going to set up showing my screen. Spare me for a moment. Cool, okay. I just wanna echo what Antonio had said. This was a really wonderful experience to have particularly this year to be able to be in conversation with Lauren and Antonio and McKinley as our work evolved in preparation for this show. So I was really thankful to have that to focus on, especially during this year. I structured my talk as sort of an introduction to my past work and then a discussion about the process that I went through to make the work that's in the show. And I'm gonna try to pull up my notes at the same time I'm presenting. 

So see how this works, okay. I am an artist who primarily works with charcoal. I create representational drawings using photographs as reference. I had been focusing on depicting the spaces that people occupy, both public and private. My goal is to help foster people's awareness of the spaces that they themselves inhabit. I've done a series of drawings of Baltimore architecture. The piece that I have on the screen right now is a shot of the Clifton Park Bench. Nope, sorry, this is a shot of the Lake Montebello Pump House. And then this is a shot of the Clifton Park Bench. I have also been working on a series of women's bedrooms. This is an ongoing series that I have been focusing on. These are spaces that only one woman occupies and the drawings are meant to bring awareness to the sanctuaries that women create for themselves. So, yeah, it's just a few examples of that work. 

When Lauren described to me the purpose of the rights and wrongs show, I immediately started to think of how this interest in focusing on the environments that we inhabit, could contribute to the conversation of voting, who has access to voting rights and who has been excluded? for a while, I've been thinking about the park called Preston Gardens. It is located right by a mercy hospital. And I would pass by often as a child on the way to my grandmother's house. When I read Antero Pietila's book, "Not In My Neighborhood, "How Bigotry Shaped A Great American City." I learned that the park creation required the demolition of a black neighborhood. I wanted to learn more about this history. So for this project, I knew that I wanted to show what had been present before the park was created and not do a drawing of the park as it is now. I work entirely from photographic references. So I wanted to find a photo taken in the early 1900s of the black neighborhood that was demolished. I had never done historical research for a drawing before this exhibition. This project was an exciting opportunity to learn how to research in the archives, but due to COVID unfortunately, and person research was not an option. So I had to rely on the internet and what was currently digitized. I am thankful to have been able to reach out to some local experts for assistance. Historian, Eli Pricen directed me to the J2 digital archives for Lawrence Hall Fowler, which you can see on the screen here. 

Fowler was an architect who took many photographs of Baltimore between the late 1800s until after World War II. Along with the photos the archives listed location, where the photo was taken. So I was able to search through photos, taken of the area around Preston Gardens. I settled on this photograph that you see on the screen, which is listed as being at the 400 block of Cortland street, which today is St Paul street. But I recently learned that this photograph was actually taken on mulberry. Two blocks to the West, because you can see in the far back portion where the Basilica is kind of on the back horizon. As I was looking through photos, I was also reading through newspapers. 

I'm thankful for the help I received from artists, Savannah wood, who is also the current caretaker of the Afro-American Newspaper Archives. She directed me to the amazing digital archive of newspapers on the Enoch Pratt website. I can search through both the Afro-American newspapers and the sun paper for any topic. And I read coverage of Preston Gardens, before, during and after its creation. James H. Preston who's the gentleman on the screen here, was mayor of Baltimore at the time. And he was the driving force behind the creation of the park. And also its namesake. As I was reading through newspapers, I got a clear picture of not only Preston's racism, but the blatant open call for segregation from the white community of Baltimore. It is around this time that Baltimore began to use zoning and covenants to impose segregation. And the building of the Preston Gardens Park could be considered the beginning of this effort with Mayor Preston leading the way. In 1914, an ordinance was passed by the bomber city council to acquire buildings that would be demolished to build the park. by 1919, the neighborhood had been raised. Shown in this slide is an Afro American article reciting Preston's open disregard for the black community as well as a sun paper article highlighting the demand for segregation. Reading through these newspapers, which represent two different audiences, the sun written for and by white Baltimore and the Afro-American for and by the black community of Baltimore. 

The contrast of perspectives can not be clear. And when it came time to decide how to turn my research into a drawing, these contradictory viewpoints became my focus. after I decided to draw the Faller photograph, a photo that I was hoping represented the neighborhood that was there prior to the park. I realized that I wanted to draw it twice. I wanted to create two separate drawings with the goal that each drawing would be as similar as possible. I paired each drawing with a quote from the two newspapers. One drawing has a Afro-American quote. And the other has a sun paper quote. The quotes chosen into show the greatest contradiction of perspectives between the communities and public of Preston Gardens. 

So at the bottom of this drawing, I'm not sure if it's super visible is some text that writes out the quotes that you see at the top right here. The Afro-American article, this quote is from, was written a decade or so after the park was created and reflects on the vibrancy of the community that was once there. So what's written at the bottom of the drawing is when you pass through the beautiful Preston Gardens, you were passing through a section where some beautiful brown skin girls and chivalrous youth who glided across hardwood floors to the tune of the old time waltz while proud matrons and fathers looked on. And this is on April 10th, 1926 article in the Afro American. And the second drawing should look almost exactly the same as the first, but at the bottom, I have this quote from the sun paper. And the sun article that I took this quote from was written before the park was created and focuses on the loan required to pay for the project such as the demolition costs for the neighborhood buildings. The quote is a considerable part of the money will be used. And there stated, in wiping out congested and disease infected sections in different parts of the city. So as to provide small squares or breathing places for the health and comfort of the neighborhood, the health and comfort being sought was for the surrounding neighborhoods, which were white. 

The black neighborhood was removed to create space for white people. On the wall at the exhibition next to the drawings, is a map comparison between a 1906 Atlas and a current Google map. I wanted to show essentially what was there and what is there now. The 1906 Atlas shows the blocks of buildings that used to be present and even has some institutions marked. An example is the Baltimore normal school and institution with the purpose of training black teachers. And earlier location was on the corner of Old Cortland, which is now St. Paul street and Saratoga. 

It relocated, it grew into the institution now called Bowie State University and is Maryland oldest HBCU, not listed on the map, but documented elsewhere is that the Afro-American newspapers headquarters were originally located at 307 Saint Paul street. But the creation of the park, required them to relocate as well. Several other important black institutions were forced to move. Many exists today in other parts of the city. But what did not survive relocation is perhaps not entirely known. The manner in which these two drawings are displayed back to back and not side by side is intended to mirror the way in which one cannot simultaneously hold such contradictory viewpoints. As those exemplified in the two quotes. Ideally as a viewer, one would circle around the piece trying to find differences in the drawing of the photograph. 

The circling hopefully makes one feel a little dizzy and even uncomfortable. With this project. I wanted to show an example of how the perspective of those in power literally has shaped the landscape of Baltimore. This is just one example. There are many others in the not so distant past that who is in charge of matters. And those who we vote into office have the power to disrupt and destroy communities. And that is what I wanted to try to bring to the exhibition was sort of a view on the physical landscape of the city and how it is impacted by those that we vote into power. And that if you are not able to have control over who you can vote for, then you don't get a say in the world that you live in. Literally, cool, all right. So that's the end of my presentation. Thank you for listening. Thank you so much, Erin. Now I'm gonna introduce McKinley Wallace The Third. McKinley Wallace The Third is a mixed media painter whose art depicts strength expounded by the oppressed and an educator dedicated to cultivating people oriented environments that foster inclusive community building and high-quality learning. His studio work has attained both local and national attention, including numerous solo and group exhibitions, regionally, nationally, and internationally. 

Wallace's work as a teaching artist with Access Art Inc. Baltimore youth arts and Interlochen Center for the Arts. He most recently completed a mural in the Madison Park neighborhood of West Baltimore in collaboration with several young artists in the Jubilee Arts Program. He earned a BFA from Maryland Institute College of Art and has held fellowships with the Mica office of community engagement, young audiences, arts for learning, Maryland and greater Baltimore cultural Alliance. in 2019, Wallace was awarded a Maryland State Arts Council, Individual Artist Award, The Bethesda Painting Award, and A Betsy Meyer Memorial Award. Please join me in welcoming McKinley Wallace, The Third.

- All right, hello everyone. I'm gonna start off doing something that I am practicing to be very transparent with you all an educator, when I'm in talking through zoom or any sort of virtual platform. I'm easily very nervous, cause I'm usually a more comfortable, I guess, in crowds, definitely as a performer, actor by trade as well. So I'm just going to own that I am a bit nervous, but I'm excited to share what I do with you all through this program. So let me share some images of my work. I work mainly through storytelling. A lot of the stuff that I'm gonna say, the images that you're going to see are connected. I'm gonna read out a narrative and then flip between photos that I feel like the words really create a connection to what you'll see. And then the last few images we'll talk about what's in the show and hopefully the work before it, that I've been working on since 2017 to now will provide context for how the work has evolved into what's in the show. So here we go. Gonna share, right, this. Just wanna make sure. Can people see this? Can everyone see this? Let's see. Hello, oh, could someone to answer do you see this?

- We can see it McKinley.

- Okay, you can say, I just wanna make sure. Okay, so here is me in my studio. I work in one bedroom apartment, just because of money and accessibility. I work from home. I live in the main room and yeah, when I come into my bedroom, I had jump straight into the studio. It's a pretty small space, very intimate. It reflects in the size of work that I do, I usually work between 20 to 24 inches, little bit bigger, little bit smaller than that, but that's kind of my sweet spot. That's pretty much the size of that wet panel that's being covered with black behind me. But lately I've been trying to work a little bit larger. So let me read my artist statement, which I feel like is pretty, it tells a story that I feel like challenges, master narrative dominant stories. 

So here we go. Within recent years, intent has never been more scrutinized. White rage and its propaganda have slowly evolved into a nuance being its legacy and influence, encompass charge spaces and place shrouds over racial beings, possessing minds that lack the conviction or knowledge to question, agitate and resist the oppression of black people. Since 1619, white rage continues to chain, lie to, poison, steal from, kill and commodify black people in America. Privilege is a weapon. I aim to create illustrative mixed media paintings of people caught within and apps from real site-specific places in distress. I also placed individuals in and out of hard aged black and white zones with occasional vignettes, all used as a metaphor for segregation, defiance, and loss. My work embodies a unique strength expounded by the oppressed a power manifested in resilient peoples, determined to resist a racer and break free of master narratives. I have a dark hue, intend to transcend powerlessness by framing explicit depictions of the humanity deprived of bodies and faces demanding liberation from the elite in Baltimore city and beyond. So this is one of the pieces that's currently in the show. I've really been exploring work that is very descriptive. It has a lot of information that is very much site-specific, but I also am gravitating towards this sort of work that is bare bones, where there isn't much information seen. 

And that's interesting to me that the emptiness, the space, the thinking of what the space represents, what is not there, but also what your eyes may fill into it. I'm thinking of master narratives is something that dominates a lot of our culture. I remember talking to one of my students about how propaganda and things that are hidden in the things that we consume every day and media things that do lie to us do have a very oppressive opinion. We see it in cartoons, we see it everywhere. And if you take all that content out in America and abroad, what's left over? All these things that kind of occupy our vision, we kind of forget like those essential elements of right and wrong, which I feel like is really connected to this show. 

So the focus of this person and a white space that I do see is like white spaces that black people have occupied the feeling of this woman, this black woman who is alone surrounded by this larger section, where sometimes I do have black individuals that step out of this white space. And you can see them touching the edges of the surface, kind of celebrating maybe the power and history that they occupy all around different white colonial nations. So this is this woman just kinda like sitting in her thoughts, wondering what her next are. 

I'm very into film watching definitely Italian cinema, the spaces and how shadows occupy spaces referencing a person's like physical, psychological mood. They mirror, they bounce off of each other. I've really been exploring the color blue in my pieces, I feel like that is maybe in comparison to just black and white, of creating this sort of segregation between the black person being in the white space, then being in the black space and navigating through that, that segregation is clear. But the blue, I feel like is an in-between between those two elements, the blue, depending on the viewer, depending on the individual in the space, it changes, blue can represent for some peace. A kinda patriotism, equality, justice. Some particularly people of color can see officers in blue police officers, oppressive individuals in uniform. So when I have black individuals that are in the white space and being point at or challenged, the blue takes on that oppressive form that's kind of present in the space. Almost like a just a voyeur or hovering over with the lack of privacy. 

When there's a lack of privacy. Sometimes if I have the black individual that's standing proud in the black space coming forward, I feel like the blue is talking about challenging, resisting, pushing forward, where it becomes something more empowering for the person of color, particularly black people. Like previous works that I just showed. When I went through my artist statement, I do go back and forth. I do create space. I do like to render spaces in great detail. It's a great exercise for me. I work like five works at a time. I prep a lot of my spaces this way, sometimes. I do a lot of piece pieces like this, maybe four pieces like this, and maybe one would be really detailed because when you work really detailed and you start rendering a space, becomes very draining at times cause of all that labor. 

So having something that's a bit more loose, well, I guess I would say it's straight with the edges, but just more open is definitely a breath of fresh air. So for this piece, I wanted to talk about two women. That I learned about after talking with Lauren and being invited to participate in this exhibition. I learned about Augusta T. Chisell and Margaret Briggs Gregory Hawkins, who lived in West Baltimore, on Druid Hill Avenue. I was trying to figure out what, before I learned about them. I was definitely thinking about, okay, my work is usually about place. It's usually about spaces that are very much important to me that I have spent a lot of time in. I'm very mindful of the spaces I'm in and being considered either the outsider. Like what can I do to feel like I'm a part of the community to feel like I have investment a say in the community and where it goes to make sure that I am involved and I do keep those relationships. So I was thinking about, okay, where are different places in Baltimore City that I feel like I already have a connection to. Baltimore city is known to have a lot of women who were involved in women's suffrage, particularly a lot of black women who are forgotten in history. So I knew that since we're talking about the early 20th century, I looked into different areas of Baltimore that where there was definitely a great deal of segregation, still segregation now, but even more so at this time of pockets where I could really focus and see like, okay, who was there at that time around the passing of the 19th amendment. And that's when I found out about Margaret and Augusta, and I found their homes where they did a lot of work, to inform women, young women particularly about the importance of voting, how to register, how to advocate for others to register, and also to just think about, and when we think about black feminism to just support all people, which mirrors itself and Black Lives Matter Movement and its principles. 

So really thinking about the details and the buildings, I wanted to make sure that their homes where it's closed, I wanted to draw them as close to the image as possible. I mean, of course, since there is a drawing, I'm using charcoal, it has this sort of texture to it that is just undeniable with the material, but making sure at least, I am very aware of every single detail when I'm really sitting in the space and I'm observing the bricks, observing those fences, observing the textures on the wall, the history of that comes in the skin of these different buildings and how they do have a history. A lot of pho photos when I was learning about Augusta and Margaret, they usually would crop the image where you saw Margaret's home, which is the center house, and you would see the edge of that house and then see the space to the right of it. But there really wasn't much of a focus on the abandoned building to the left. 

So when I visited this space, West Baltimore, somewhere where I spent a lot of time, I teach there, I have murals in that, in that area, I have talked to community members made down community art. I wanted to like have, a more like a broader scope of everything that exists there and the history that comes with it. This building to the left of course. Well, way back it was occupied by someone, a family, perhaps, but now it is abandoned. It does have that history and it should be recognized. So by drawing it, I wanted to make sure it was just as present, just as important as everything else, because the space informs the people, but also informs, it also informs red lining and the systemic racism that kind of transcends like the person, the individual, but just generations livelihood, access to learning and sharing information. 

So having that sort of, that history of something of two people who are so important, who are forgotten, next is something that is definitely not well kept, and noticing that shift where you have these women who are forgotten next to something that also is forgotten. And even people who are celebrating them, don't really acknowledge through photography or through their writings. Not really seeing much information about the building to the left, which was surprising. I started thinking about, oh, this is like the main image, what you were seeing before. It was just a closeup into the center, or like I guess bottom center image, the space. I wanted to figure out how to blend my very open sort of spaces. 

These, with something that is very detailed, site-specific figure out like how to challenge myself to incorporate both. And this is what I came up with. The Augusta Chisell, who is the woman who is holding a baby Augusta Chisell didn't have children. And it's still unclear. I'm not sure who this child is, but it does carry, it does connect to generations. The Baltimore tradition of a lot of people who are born in Baltimore, usually stay in Baltimore, usually stay in the same communities either by not having much access and based on like some privileges that others do have. And some that do it by choice, because there is this resilience, there is this sort of, I guess this can do it attitude that makes people want to stay and to support others, who are around them and not to leave it. Baltimore does have that charm of wanting to stay around, which I've stayed around and been here for about 10 years now. So looking at this one, it to frame this space within a black space to kind of a grounded and a place where I feel like that's kind of isolated, but also in that isolation or representing West Baltimore as a Mecca, for black excellence. And the blue that's above it. To me, I feel like in comparison to other pieces I've done blue either can mean police violence, or police brutality, or it can mean peace. But this one I feel like is teetering right between the two. Every time I look at it, I have different thoughts. The blue, I wanted it to be something that is calm and make it kind of like a spot to just compositionally rest your eyes, even the blackness around it somewhere, that's a bit more just open. So I think just compositionally and just a common interest in blue, it naturally does that psychologically and maybe even subconsciously, but then having that sort of feeling, you look further and you start to see something in the blue sky. 

My interest in narrative, I like there to be slow reads or like for the eye to slowly find new things, which is something that I feel like is really tied into film and cinematography. Like where do you want the viewer to go? Who is the audience, what you want them to see first, second, third. So looking that plane, it being a surveillance plane that has been a hovering around for some time during the summer recently stopped in October. But I wanted to make sure that I identify that as a plane, a surveillance plane that was approved by law enforcement to surveillance places that are known or pointed out as more dangerous than others for various reasons. So having that plane there, that lack of privacy, I felt like it provided the viewer a bit more context of the individuals, Augusta not necessarily being here at this time, because some of these things around her weren't really there, that tree, that building was there was something else, but like having that sort of through line between now and the past and the present. 

In context, the painting is a little bit above eye level or a traditional eye level, which it was very intentional because I wanted the viewer to have to look up at the sky, similar to my experience of seeing this building, this idea of having to look up, to have the same sort of visceral response of looking at a sky and our feelings of just peace or just balance to clear one's thoughts. And then it being challenged by something that's interrupting that sort of blue. This is just a more context of other stuff that I do. I do murals as well, keeping that sort of blue concept going, definitely focusing on site specific work that carries a meeting about the people that occupy it. So that is my work.

- Thank you, McKinley. And thank you to all three of the artists for sharing their work tonight. Beautiful and important work. So Erin and Antonio are gonna join back here. And the next step here is to open up the conversation between the three of you. Usually when we are in meetings over the past year, we just get chatting a little different tonight with an audience, but I will remind everybody if you have questions for the artists, feel free to type those into the chat window. And I believe David London will ensure that we see what questions are coming forward. I'm kinda wondering you three, should we stay in the present or take that through line to the past that McKinley was just talking about? Cause I kind of want to either ask you about living in Baltimore. 

Some of you being from Baltimore and how living in the city affects your work, or if we want to talk about public memory, historical amnesia and particularly in relationship to the 19th amendment, How's everybody feeling? What would you like to do first? Well, how about we start with the present ground us here more. So I'm curious how living in Baltimore affects your practices. There's a long history of this place, many histories of this place. The presences and absences in this city in light of those histories, even the physical built environment and its effects on the materials you use in your works. I believe McKinley, you explicitly were speaking to this in a really beautiful way. So I'll just ask, how has Baltimore shaped you as an artist?

- Well, I guess I'll try it. I know the last time the four of us were on a phone call together. I know I had to reflect a little bit on how last year and early 2019, I had the opportunity to leave Baltimore for a period of time of about three weeks, almost a month. And that was the first time that I had been outside of the city for that period of time and the act of going and then coming back really made me really aware of the atmosphere that is in Baltimore, like what the city feels like to exist in and being someone who's in Baltimore at the time. I think we sometimes forget that the city has a very specific tone to it that you can feel in anything from like how the cars drive around it, how the landscape looks, McKinley was talking about how there's like abandoned vacant buildings in certain areas in our city is filled with this liberal dichotomy of a lot of absence within some neighborhoods, a lot of vacancy, and then a lot of brand new development that is brand spanking new and all of this happens side by side. 

And so existing in this kind of environments that has this very visceral tone to it. That is entirely based on the history of this city, which is, to be Frank, it's a pretty shitty history, and that has shaped how the people feel about this city, as well as the landscape of it. And as an artist who draws that landscape, who focuses on the city how echo a lot of them was talking about in his presentation where there's certain things that are here that maybe one would not draw attention to, but it's really important to draw attention to the types of things that we all exist in that we all look at and are part of our daily experience and our daily environment. And so that's definitely been a thing that has impacted what I would like to show and what I feel compelled to show.

- The way I kinda describe how I developed, creatively as an artist is like I moved here when I was nine. My father was in the army so I bounced around prior to that, my brother and I born in Germany. So we have some of that experience. I spend a lot of my formative years, six to nine, actually in Kansas in a suburban type area. It's kind of idyllic childhood. So when I came here and I'ma fast forward through all that stuff. I felt pretty foreign. I bring that up because my brother was a little bit younger. And he has more of the mannerisms the way he speaks for my being brought up in Baltimore, but me coming from all those experiences, within a short period of time, it all kind of coalesces in my head. I can't really let those things go. But the way I tend to think about it now, is that I feel like I found art an photography here in Baltimore, more specifically, Talison, where I went to high school, Carver. I learned the profession and the field and by self as an artist in college in DC. And I refined myself as an artist, figuring out how I wanted to make work and what I wanted to talk about in grad school in Philadelphia. Then I found a sense of urgency in a purpose in Johannesburg, South Africa, where I did grad school there. So that came back to fall. And that latter part didn't really start to actualize itself within my work and become more, more formal to me, by the time in Johannesburg, it has influenced my personality and my purpose in creating work. That part came like actually what two years ago ? I was in Johannesburg in 2010. 

Yeah, I was up to like eight years. So Johannesburg is where I found that the purpose. And when I came back here into 2010, this is when I started at the board's work. And I really restarted my whole practice more of activities, but they could take some of the methods from grad school as far as the glue and the transfers and copying images into inflexibilities. With photography in grad school. But I became a professional artist though at Baltimore. And that was really interesting. I started to combine my methods and my purpose through having exhibitions and making work and focusing on Du Bois and really dive into American history. So being primarily raised in the East Coast of The United States, it's really compatible for me because there's a fluidity between the past and the present. It's a really close knit tie you see these old buildings done 1700s, 1600s, 1800 with the plaques and the info-graphs of the maps and the descriptions of the neighborhoods. And it was even clear in DC, look at the buildings, that's all European style architecture. 

So you see where the value is in culture and identity comes from, and I personally think America as strong as it is, that's another identity. And as a culture and a society, there's identity crisis that happened in the early period of this country, where the aristocrats words up to prove themselves to the aristocrats in Europe so much So yeah, these buildings you look at Monticello and stuff like that. It's like there's pretty consigning type buildings and all these different architectures, stuff like that. But I may not be the best source. I'm not an architect first so excuse me, if that's incorrect, but it is prevalent along the East Coast, or of Eastern corridor being so closely tied to American history. So I just see a fluidity between the president of the past. So seamless, that goes in and out of my word and the purpose for all of that for me is how can I inform myself regarding American history and how I kind of look at these narratives, your perspectives that I don't have. And that's actually kind of driven me a lot in my work, going to Africa in college, I saw an exhibition at the African Art Museum Smithsonian called Body of Evidence, Two Part Exhibition. And that's when I realized I knew nothing about contemporary African art, and I was like, why? So I got to dive into there. Then I come here where I'm now it's like looking at American history through experiences of black women. 

So a lot of my work, as far as like the research goes, it's rooted in me learning more and I'm sharing what I learned with everybody else. So I'm not necessarily a historian or anything like that. I'm more a fan boy of history that was to share what he learns with a tendency in teaching and tendency in DJ-ing that I have just sharing what I have, but also having the confidence to share and be upfront that I don't know everything. And a big part of it is a learning curve. And me showing the work and getting feedback from others and participating in exhibitions like this, or going to historical societies or talking to artists or the scholars to inform myself. So I see a lot of my work in shows as offerings. Like here's what I have gained and learned and this is articulation of those experiences through these pieces. 

And then that opens up the conversation. Pierre Huyghe, who did the piece "Ghost in the Shell." He is an R21 in one of his lines in R21, He's like one of these non studio artists, which is really interesting, but he talks about exhibitions being the beginning and not the end. And that was very, very helpful for me to alleviate a lot of pressure when I have exhibitions. But also to, you got the point of having exhibitions too. This isn't to let go of any kind of responsibility, of guarding refinement and quality regarding the content and the pieces. But it's like, it's more about, there's a whole nother life, this work is gonna have and a whole experience I'm gonna have through sharing this work that is just gonna develop and grow even further as well. So yeah .

- So yeah, I'll be pretty brief, like, cause I mentioned some of this stuff in my presentation. Growing up, and I'm from South Florida West Palm Beach. And when I moved to Baltimore, that was in 2011, I was making a lot of work about how a lot of portraits of people that I felt that were, I guess, that a community that I really connected to in school. There would be, and they're usually pretty light, not really a challenging anyone is like a nice visual to have in your home. But I remember like I did a piece in 2012 About like me being a black man and talking about my connection, growing up or feeling, my feelings, positive feelings mainly about seeing like a black president, at the time I had a piece that was dedicated Barack Obama and talking about maybe my little snippets of learning a little bit about Baltimore and the kind of condition of it in some ways and some areas. 

And when I start talking about it really didn't know exactly how to articulate myself as far as trying to find those parallels between just being the only black kid in that space, in that classroom. I would put myself out there to say this, I'm talking about this. And then it would usually be like to silence, like no one said anything. It would be very quiet, which caused me to kind of say, maybe this isn't the work that I should be doing. So there was another pause in there where I just kind of started thinking about like, what do other people wanna see or what kind of fits the trend of what I'm seeing on my friends do. But in 2015, definitely around the time of Freddie gray and his death being literally a mile away from Pennsylvania Avenue, it was another resurgence of, oh, I should definitely talk about this. 

It's definitely important. It's definitely meaningful. I started thinking, okay, at that time, I kinda broke away from doing representational, like drawing from life or photo photographs and started to make objects similar to Antonio, like these abstract pieces that very, very conceptual. And I remember bringing it to one of my students, like as an educator. When you're with middle school youth and I remember showing it to them and it was hard for me to figure out how to articulate it, to like a middle school youth about what I was doing. But I was spending so much time, so many days with young ones. So I started thinking about, how can I talk about something that's about what's going on, but in a digestible way that by looking at it, it can be easily understood. I'm making kind of start a conversation and narrative definitely lends itself into that. I don't know, maybe next year, I'll start going back into abstraction, but it seems like it's been a very good way to have a lot more serious conversations. 

I feel like I'm definitely surrounding myself with more people in Baltimore, seeing more things where there are a lot of more spaces post to the space. And in comparison to the spaces I was in in school that were different types of people and not just black people are open to having conversations, owning maybe the discomfort of it, but all the same, a conversation starts. And I feel like it's a good time to create this work.

- Can I response to things that both Antonio and McKinley just said.

- Go for it.

- I think Antonio was talking about the process of making work from research is like a constant kind of thing like with I guess I don't wanna say it as like, there's like a finite and the concept of making work for an exhibition, like that's not the end of it. The exhibition is maybe just like the facilitation of like a conversation to happen. And that's what McKinley is talking on in terms of making work and having these conversations. And McKinley was talking specifically about like making, I guess content digestible, like presenting these ideas in a way that people can interpret or can like take what you mean from it. And I know when I was working on the piece, and since this was the first time that I worked on anything from the archives, like having both of your voices present as I was grading this work was like astronomical and me being able to handle the project. Because it's a big responsibility to go back into the archives and go back into history and try to make something that represents what you're reading. But knowing that like what I was doing, didn't have to be, like an end all be all, but like a portion of a conversation, like facilitating some kind of conversation. Those two things are like I think really important when we talk about art that is based off of like history. Based off of like archival research. So I just wanted to like throw that in there. In to the conversation and to give thanks to the both of you for providing so much support to me while I was tryna figure out how to do this particular project. As well as Lauren, who was an amazing facilitator for the whole thing.

- Hi everyone. I just wanted to chime in really quick and make sure that we took the time in our next 10 minutes to get to some of the questions that have come in through our viewers watching on the Peale website. I think I got six questions here and we got eight minutes left, which means that for each question we got one minute to answer, if we're going to get all of them. A question from McKinley came in from Kirk Aboba has McKinley, or can McKinley have you created and patented your blue? That was the question.

- That would be really awesome . But actually, it's a blue that I got from home Depot called perfect sky. So color matching a clear sky and I use it all the time, so.

- Great, thank you so much. And thank you for being concise on that. Oh, we have a question for Erin from also from Kirk at Aboba. he said, "I think Erin has traveled to Japan. "What we expect in her future work "that's directly influenced "or connected to that trip "rather than books, movies, or media, if any."

- I'm not sure yet that ship was the first time I've been able to do something like that the first time and being able to spend a chunk of time in another country and in another culture. So I think it's slowly seeping its way into what I'm working on now, but I don't think I know fully like how it will present itself until probably much later in the work.

- Great. thank you. Let's keep moving through these questions and I think can be answered quickly. And then we're gonna come back to a question that is for everyone, that I think is gonna take us to the very end here. This next question we will do from George Sissel to Lauren, and he wouldn't want to know what was the coherence that you saw among or between these three extraordinary artists practices.

- Thank you for the question. Esteemed George Sissel. I've known of Aaron and Antonio's work for a really long time and McKinley's work is new to me. I've seen it in person before I reached out to you McKinley over a year ago. I think it was August of 2019. Seems like a really long time ago. I think it isn't so much that I even knew if like Aaron that you had ever worked from an archive or McKinley that you had except seeing in your work, the potential that an interest in the textures. I mean, not just literally the material textures, but also the live stories and the nuances of how you work with images. I think both of you work with representation and really specific kinds of ways with the kind of attention to detail, that I find very important. That brings me in closer to your work. 

Conversely Antonio, it's interesting, your visceral works I think you called them. And even the holding onto the word portraiture, when you talk about your work, because your work can be very abstract. And I was really just thinking about in terms of the three of you, how you represent and what you represent and that you would be all open to being on this journey, particularly with kind of tussling with the responsibilities and ethics of being an artist in archives. As Aaron said, we were kind of stunted with that because of the pandemic. And we had to do a lot of work instead that was online and kinda supporting one another collaboratively in ways that maybe we wouldn't have, if things haven't been kind of so different since March, but essentially I think George, the coherence, already these artists were working with an affinity for looking closely at history, thinking carefully, like with care, literally a sensitivity to detail and a predisposition to kind of thinking of history as a collaborator, but with a strong lens as artists of doing your own kind of work. To establish your vision, your voice, your perspective. I wanted take a stab at this real quick. So I've been thinking a little bit about this. So I see like Erin's work, it's like the two sides of the conversations, the coin two sides of the coins. It could be a little too literal, and seeing how committees are built from there. The kinda conversation dialogue that happens, either with each other or not. Then I think of that it's like, if that was a McKinley painting, then maybe the figures will be like back to back, but having separate conversations. 

And I feel like he's more present, he's more like a one side of the conversation and talking about their experiences in this vein. And I like to think about myself as like, maybe we can go inside the body in the mind. Cause I made these works where like things were burning in the streets and I couldn't not make these things and it remind me that things were burning. So I didn't wanna make things and make these figures that look that there were tortured to make kind of like tragic in corn, but I really couldn't shake like this unresolved miss in my feelings and what was happening and things I was seeing. So I think it was like Erin its like the double-sided coin in the past, became a cycle one side of conversation more present. And I seem to think myself a little bit more internal. Like inside the body that these people are talking about and depicting.

- All right, We are rapidly approaching eight o'clock. We do have a really big question that would go to everyone and take quite some time to answer. I want to acknowledge all of our viewer's time. And so I think what I'd love to do is officially wrap up. But if you all are up for it, our presenters here to stay on for a few more minutes and address this last question, which is going to be your thoughts about gentrification in Baltimore, which I'm sure may takes several minutes, then let's officially wrap up and I just wanted to thank everyone for being here. If you are able to stay on for the next five or 10 minutes, we'll continue the conversation. But if you do have to jump off at eight, we really appreciate you being here. Once again, if you are interested in knowing more about the offerings that the PO puts forth, you can always visit us on our website @thepealescenter.org. If you are interested in checking out the virtual exhibition of the rights and wrong exhibition, you can visit that at www.rightsandwrongs.info. I also know that we've had a few complications with our closed captioning. So for anybody who was looking for closed caption, we will be posting a full transcript of the talk tonight, as well as a recording of the talk with, with new captions, burned them available on YouTube, and that you can find on the Peale's website on the event page for this specific event. So once again, we thank you all for being here. If you're able to stick around, please do so. And we will address this last question and thank you Lauren. 

Thank you, Antonio. Thank you, Erin and McKinley, and thank you to our interpreters, Katie and Brett. We really appreciate you being here as well as Amber. All right, so let's get to this last question, which might take us rather deep. And then I hope that it does. The question is for everyone from Laden who is doing amazing work and conversations. They're curious about your opinions on gentrification in Baltimore, as we see black and Brown communities continuously shifting and displays, or even specifically the new developments for Lexington market. So if you have, if you want to share your thoughts on that, I will sign out and let you all continue.

- We're just gonna close out with a softball question for you all .

- Oh, wow.

- Yeah. I mean, I don't know if I've ever answered this question so directly. I know I've been in conversations about gentrification and I've witnessed, I mean, I've attended a lot of community meetings where developers show up and they talk about the projects that they wanna do to renovate and old building or a vacant building into something new. And I definitely think it's a conversation that we have not figured out how to have well. And we do not put the right focus on things like. That's a really tough question to tackle. I don't know. Maybe someone I should start talking right now, otherwise I'll just start babbling .

- Also I agree, a very complicated question. For some it's definitely an opportunity when it comes to a lot of vacant buildings and being able to buy homes for well at least, used to be. I don't know if still there is, but dirt cheap prices to the kind of like renovate spaces and to start to fill up zones that maybe haven't been occupied for some time, but seeing people leave their homes and seeing things get torn down in a lot of communities where I spend my time, like in West Baltimore, it sucks like looking at some homes that are really, spaces that are really beautiful. 

A lot of the research that we do, or we look at, I mean, sometimes you really have to dig to find it. And if you can't find it online, you can kind of hear that story in the neighborhood and ask questions, but have a lot other people begin to leave those spaces and you can't really learn about it online or to get like the right perspective instead of it being like within the master narrative, we begin to lose that perspective cause everyone's starting to be pushed out, so yeah.

- What's the question about gentrification? I was answering another question in the chat when I think you asked that. Was it about gentrification about points? Okay, cool, well, yeah, let's take another sentiment, but I'll actually hope to participate so I can do my own advocacy within that realm. It's actually the hoping to buy property. It's the people in there and get some subsidized housing. I live in an artist's subsidized housing now it's been remarkably generous during this whole year. So I just hope to have the capital and information and the empathy that should participate in helping people become self-sufficient. of all classes. I mean every class, so that's my goal.

- I know a lot of conversations on gentrification. Also talk about like community land ownership. So the opportunity for a community to buy a property that's in, like dumpster around the black. I definitely think that that would be a really wonderful option for a lot of neighborhoods, especially in Baltimore. And I would want for, it could be the economic opportunity for that to happen, especially in Baltimore, like a lot of the buildings that tend to be, in these gentrification projects, they've been left derelict to the point where to renovate them has astronomical costs and only certain people have access to the capital that's required in order to do the renovations, to make these pieces livable. And so like Antonio saying, like that's a whole other aspect of the conversation is like, who has capital to make these types of renovations? And I think I personally would love for communities to have more of a opportunity to be able to have ownership of the place where they live. And a lot of times the communities that are being gentrified are communities where we don't own the property. 

And so, they don't have access to those rights and like that shit's been happening throughout like a long history of that and sad that in 2020, we're still in that position today. But, that conversation might be towards like, how do you get banks to have more of a soul maybe ? Like, can you get them to wants to place that value in the hands of community members and not in the hands of developers. That's probably a whole other question. I'm just gonna take the shortcut and say that if we had a serious and expansive program for reparations in this country, then the issue of gentrification in the city would be much less of a beast to talk about. And the terms that we have to talk about them. Thanks a lot Dan for the question, McKinley, Erin Antonio. I know we're several minutes after eight. I could talk to you all night. We've done that before any last thoughts or comments before we go.

- Thank you.

- Yeah, thank you .

- Thank you.

- Yeah, cause I feel like all the work we've made, although with this in the show, like it wouldn't have been, we wouldn't have thought of it if it wasn't for this show. I definitely like learned a lot about where I could go next by like focusing on a particular time particular people for like something bigger than myself. So how do I fit? That was a really fun experience.

- I'll second that. Like the work that I feel like is gonna come from this work, I'm really excited about. But I just wanna echo what I said before that like Antonio was saying this was one hell of a year. So the making work or to thinking about anything other than what was happening in the present. And so having to have the opportunity to conversations about those things at the same time that I was making the work and doing research, really, I just appreciate letting McKinley and Antonio and Lauren just sort of like every so many weeks or months, just having the opportunity to have a conversation, to talk about everything that's going on. Cause that was cathartic as hell. Through this pandemic airway, it's setting a new tone for the future.

- Great from everyone at The Peale, thank all of you once again for sharing your incredible work with us and with the public on display, still at Carroll Mansion through December. Thank you Lauren, for all the work you put into organizing the exhibition, as well as sites of everyone who is watching. Thank you all so much once again for being here and we hope enjoy the rest of your week and have a great weekend. Thank you all.

- Thank you, David, thank you to The Peale.

- Bye

